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Channel capacities play a crucial role in both quantum and classical information theory. 
Given a quantum channel connecting sender and receiver, the classical and quantum capacity 
quantifies how much classical, respectively, quantum bits can be sent reliably per use of the 
channel. Compared to the classical case, the computation of quantum channel capacities is 
significantly more difficult due to non-additivity effects, which do not have a classical analog. 
Non-additivity of channel capacities implies that there exist pairs of channels that, when 
combined, define a channel whose capacity is larger than the sum of the two individual 
channel capacities. Superactivation is perhaps the strongest manifestation of this effect: two 
channels with zero capacity have strictly positive channel capacity when combined. The main 
reason behind all these effects is entanglement, as it is precisely the use of entangled inputs 
which makes them possible. The non-additivity of quantum channel capacity was shown by 
Smith and Yard. Hastings proved later that so-called single-shot classical capacity is non-
additive. However, many questions still remain open in the study of non-additivity effects 
and, more in general, channel capacities. Researchers from partner UG have studied some of 
these questions in the multipartite scenario, where even less is known.  The results concern 
both Hastings-type nonadditivity, as well as the Smith-Yard type of non-additivity.  

In [C1-11], a simple channel, named multiple-access channel (MAC), is introduced 
and estimates of its classical capacity and non-additivity effects are provided. The channel is 
defined as follows. They consist of four independent input lines of dimension d (see Figure 1). 
Four senders send quantum information using these input lines. At the channel, the four states 
are measured in pairs, and the corresponding two classical results are used as inputs for a 
randomness extractor. A final quantum state of dimension two is prepared according to the 
classical output produced by the extractor, which goes to the final receiver. Note that the 
channel is entanglement breaking, as the input states are measured and an output state is 
prepared according to the measurement result. When studying additivity effects, two of these 
channels are combined and the four senders have access to one input from each channel. 
 
In [C1-11], estimates of the classical capacity regions of these channels are provided. It is also 
shown that the minimum output entropy, which is given by state of minimum entropy at the 
output of the channel, is sub-additive (i.e. we have violation of additivity). Finally, sequence 
of channels are constructed such that the classical capacity for both of them goes to zero, 
while the capacity of the two remains equal to one. That is, the use of entanglement at the 
inputs activates two channels of almost zero capacity. It is interesting to point out that, being 
the channels entanglement breaking, this type of non-additivity effects are impossible in the 
single-sender-single-receiver scenario usually considered. 
 



 
 
Figure 1: Multiple-access channels. The channels discussed in this report have as an input four states 
of dimension d. Measurements MI and MII on generalized Bell bases are performed on these states are 
shown in the Figure. The two classical outputs are used as input of a randomness extractor. A final 
quantum state Y is prepared according to the classical output of the extractor. 
 

Q-ESSENCE researchers constructed a channel, for which multipartite entanglement 
is needed to reach the capacity, generalizing in yet another way the Hastings type non-
additivity. The channel is MAC with one distinguished sender A, and n helper-senders. The 
point is to maximize transmission from A to the receiver. The channel picks at random a 
number n' of helper-senders, and couple them to the input of A, and reports to the receiver, 
which senders were selected.  

 
Figure 2: Maximal Holevo capacity plotted versus number of uses of channel m, and number of 
helper-senders n. The number of selected senders is here n’=1. It is seen, that for growing m, the 
capacity increases, which means that the multipartite entanglement is necessary to achieve the actual 
capacity.   
 
The consortium has also analysed the non-additivity analogue for MAC channels provided 
earlier by Czekaj and Horodecki. The point of studying such scenarios was to analyze 
experimental conditions needed to obtain such an effect in continuous variables. To this end 
they have considered a two-sender MAC channel BAA 21 , together with one-sender one 
receiver '' BA  ideal channel. In the process of decoding, the outputs B and 'B  are put into 

/m 



symmetric beam-splitter.  The first of the above channels is subjected to thermal noise 
(mixing with single mode of light in thermal state, with probability T). The results are that the 
non-additivity effect is quite fragile to thermal noise:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Multi-access channel exhibiting super-additivity of classical capacity in continuous variables 
subjected to thermal noise. The capacity '1 BBA   is plotted versus the average photon number 
constraint for input 2A . Dashed line - upper bound for input product states, solid line – rate achievable 
by entangled inputs.  
 
Finally, we have studied  the non-additivity in networks (i.e. even more complicated objects 
than MAC channels). They utilized the network primitives [A. Grudka, P. Horodecki, Phys. 
Rev. A 81, 060305 (2010)]  for super-additivity of multi-user channels (with two senders and 
two receivers). The idea was to consider two types of networks.  One is passive i.e. always 
has a poor transmittivity, another is active but with randomly open bonds oriented bonds.  
Here the presence of orientation follows from the fact that for consistency with passive 
networks the active one is also the network of well-defined channels with input and output. 
The goal is to have oriented percolation i.e. the oriented path of communication connections 
between the nodes which has transmittivity rate of all the bonds above some fixed threshold 
value. The most natural system is the one with butterfly networks and another with randomly 
chosen triples of identity channels with probability px of (left or right) opening  of the 
horizontal bond and py  for opening the vertical bonds respectively (we call it model B).   
 

 
 
Figure 4. Two kinds of networks on top of each other: black arrows – “passive” butterfly 
network primitives; solid arrows: “active” ideal channels. 
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It happens that since two of three identical channels can be distributed, the oriented geometry 
of the channel changes. In particular the threshold boundary goes drastically down as seen on 
FIG. 5: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of the percolation threshold for the “active” network itself (blue) and 
the model B (where both networks “interact” – i.e. entangled inputs are used in pairs of 
nodes). 
 
Future work: The analogous problem for quantum capacity (or sharing singlets)  can be also 
considered (in analogy to pioneering paper [A. Acín, J. I. Cirac, M. Lewenstein, Nature Phys. 
3, 256 (2007)]) with positive answer, but is more complicated and its details will  be 
considered elsewhere. The above approach shows that quantumness of both passive and active 
resources may lead to correlated types of oriented percolations, to our knowledge, never 
considered in the original classical theory. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum communication is a dynamically devel-
oping branch of the quantum information theory [3]. One
of its central notions is that of a quantum communica-
tion channel [3, 4], which models information transfer
from senders to receivers using quantum resources. The
amount of information which can be encoded in quan-
tum states and reliably sent through a quantum chan-
nel is measured, depending on the communication sce-
nario, by various channel capacities: (i) classical capac-
ity (C), defined as the maximal rate of classical infor-
mation that can be transmitted trough the channel; (ii)
classical private capacity (P ), which is classical capac-
ity in the case when transmitted bits are hidden from
an environment; (iii) quantum capacity (Q) characteriz-
ing the size of the Hilbert space of states which can be
transmitted through the channel. Quantum effects, as-
sociated with quantum channels, that recently attracted
much attention are activations and superadditivities. For
the quantum capacity Q, various activations were based
on bound entanglement, but the most spectacular result
was obtained in Ref. [5], where an activation of the type
0 ⊗ 0 > 0 was shown. In the case of private capacity P ,
the corresponding superadditivity was found in Ref. [6]
(see also Ref. [7]). Quantum superadditivities of the clas-
sical capacity C in the case of Multiple Access Channels
(MAC’s) was shown in the Ref. [8] for discrete variables
and in Ref. [9] for continuous variables. The question of
additivity of C is still open for the one sender one re-
ceiver scenario, however a substantial breakthrough on
the superadditivity of the Holevo function has recently

∗Electronic address: lczekaj@mif.pg.gda.pl

been obtained in [10].

In the present paper we study a rich variety of quan-
tum multiple access channels exhibiting superadditivity
effects for classical capacity. We do this for both dis-
crete and continuous variable systems. In particular, for
the discrete variable case, we provide a new symmetric
scenario where both senders benefit from the superaddi-
tivity. This is in contrast to the earlier examples from
Ref. [8] where one of the senders only played a role of
an assistant for the other. We go beyond the standard
dense coding protocol, which is based on two particle
entanglement, and present examples of channels where
multipartite entanglement is required to achieve the op-
timum channel capacity. The use of multipartite entan-
glement can be seen as the next step in the direction of
optimization of the classical capacity of quantum chan-
nels.

In the context of continuous variables, we study the
examples of Gaussian channels, introduced in Ref. [9], in
greater detail. We extend the analysis of non-additive
capacity regions and also study the dependence of the
classical capacity of the channels on the choice of the set
of input states. We show that for low energies, proto-
cols using two-mode entanglement surpass both coherent
state and standard single mode squeezed state encodings.
Furthermore, we analyze the sensitivity of the superad-
ditivity effects to thermal noise.

The work is organized as follows. All necessary def-
initions are introduced in Sec. II. Sections IIIA-IIID
are devoted to the discrete variable case and we pro-
vide there: a proof of the classical additivity of ca-
pacity regions (Sec. IIIA), an example of a sym-
metric MAC, exhibiting superadditivity of the classi-
cal capacity (Sec. III C), an analysis of the influence
of multipartite entanglement on the capacity regulariza-
tion (Sec. IIID) and an example of the supperadditiv-
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ity of regularized capacity regions (Sec. III E). Contin-
uous variable MAC’s are studied in Sections IV A-IVC,
wherein: the locality rule for continuous variables MAC’s
is presented Sec. IV A, the dependence of the classical
channel capacities on the choice of input states is stud-
ied in Sec. IVB), while the influence of thermal noise is
analyzed in Sec. IV C).

II. BASIC DEFINITIONS

The transmission of classical information through a
quantum channel corresponds to the following commu-
nication sequence [3]:

x 7→ ρx 7→ Φ(ρx) 7→ tr[Φ(ρx)Ey] 7→ y. (1)

The sender maps the message x taken from some alpha-
bet, into a state ρx of a quantum system, which in turn
is sent through a quantum channel Φ to the receiver.
Quantum channel models the interaction of ρx with the
environment. It is assumed that none of the users have
an access to the environment. After the receiver obtains
the state Φ(ρx), he performs a measurement {Ey} on it
and based on a result y of this measurement, he tries to
infer which message has been sent by the sender. The
receiver knows the set of states {ρx} as well as probabil-
ities of transmission each state px. We distinguish two
cases: (i) the states {ρx} belong to a finite dimensional
quantum space and x is a discrete variable (DV); (ii) the
states {ρx} are states of a bosonic system and x is a con-
tinuous variable (CV). In latter situation, a restriction
on the average energy sent through the channel must be
imposed to obtain meaningful concept of channel capac-
ity. For example, it takes the form of a constraint on the
average photon number of the input ensemble {px, ρx}:
tr[N̂

∫

pxρxdx] ≤ N , where N̂ is the photon number op-
erator.

The sender may perform an encoding of his messages
into code states to reduce the probability that a mes-
sage deciphered from the measurement outcome disagrees
with the one sent through the channel. Code states be-
long to the Hilbert space H⊗n, describing the input of
n copies of the channel Φ, i.e. Φ⊗n. As n → ∞ the
probability of a decoding error can be made arbitrary
small.

The maximum rate at which the information can be re-
liably transmitted through a quantum channel is defined
as its classical capacity C. By the well known result [1]
it is bounded by the Holevo quantity:

C ≥ χ(Φ) = max
{px,ρx}

(

S(Φ(ρ̄)) −
∑

x

pxS(Φ(ρx))

)

. (2)

where ρ̄ =
∑

x pxρx is mean input state and S(ρ) =
−tr[ρ log ρ] is von Neuman entropy. It can be shown
that the above capacity can be achieved by the product
code states over the copies of H (Holevo-Schumacher-
Westmoreland coding theorem [2]).

However, the input Hilbert space allows also for en-
tangled states, which may be useful for overcoming the
above bound. This possibility is quantitatively taken into
account by considering the so-called regularized classical

capacity:

C(Φ) = lim
n→∞

1

n
χ(Φ⊗n). (3)

In Ref. [10], it has been shown that there indeed exist
channels for which C(Φ) > χ(Φ), stressing the impor-
tance of entangled encodings.

In this paper we consider multiple access channels

(MAC’s), where there are at least two senders transmit-
ting to one receiver. Each sender sends his message in-
dependently of the other, i.e. their inputs are completely
uncorrelated. They know only the input ensembles and
agree upon a set of rules governing the use of the channel:
the first n1 uses of the channel consists of sending states
from a fixed first ensemble, next n2 uses of the channel
consist of states chosen from a second ensemble and so
on. This procedure is called time sharing dodac cover

thomas.
For the case of two senders, a MAC acts as a mapping:

ρA
xA

⊗ ρB
xB

7→ Φ(ρA
xA

⊗ ρB
xB

). (4)

The capacity region of the MAC R(Φ) is defined as a set
of vectors {RA, RB} of rates, simultaneously achievable
by adequate coding and time sharing. The capacity re-
gion R(Φ) for a classical two-sender MAC is given by
the convex hull of those {RA, RB} for which there exist
probability distributions pxA

, pxB
of transmitted symbols

such that [11]:

RA ≤ I(XA : Y |B) (5)

RB ≤ I(XB : Y |C) (6)

RA +RB ≤ I(XA,XB : Y ). (7)

where I(A,B : C) is mutual information and I(A :
Y |B), I(B : Y |A) are conditional mutual informa-
tion which are defined by Shannon entropy H(X) =
−∑x px log px and conditional entropy H(Y |X) =
H(X,Y ) − H(X) in the following way: I(X : Y ) =
H(X,Y ) − H(Y |X), I(X : Y |Z) = H(X,Y |Z) −
H(Y |X,Z).

For the case of quantum MAC with two senders, the
capacity region R(Φ) is convex hull of pairs (RA, RB)
that following inequalities are true:

RA ≤
∑

xB

pxB
S(Φ(ρ̄A ⊗ ρB

xB
)) −

∑

xA,xB

pxA
pxB

S(Φ(ρA
xA

⊗ ρB
xB

))(8)

RB ≤
∑

xA

pxB
S(Φ(ρA

xA
⊗ ρ̄B)) −

∑

xA,xB

pxA
pxB

S(Φ(ρA
xA

⊗ ρB
xB

))(9)

RA +RB ≤ S(Φ(ρ̄A ⊗ ρ̄B)) −
∑

xA,xB

pxA
pxB

S(Φ(ρA
xA

⊗ ρB
xB

))(10)

where ρ̄A and ρ̄B are mean states for sender A and B.
We can again involve reguralization of R(Φ). We will
denotes reguralized R(Φ) as C(Φ).
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alterenatywna wersja

For a given ensemble of code states one can define the

state ρ =
∑

i,j p
(i)
1 p

(j)
2 e

(i)
1 ⊗ e

(j)
2 ⊗ Γ(ρ

(i)
1 ⊗ ρ

(j)
2 ) where

{e(i)1 },({e(j)2 }) are projectors on the standard base of a
Hilbert space of the input controlled by S1 (S2). The
capacity region R(Γ) is obtained as a convex closure of all
rates (R1, R2) that there exist ρ and the set of inequalities
is fulfilled:

R1 ≤ I(S1 : R|S2) (11)

R2 ≤ I(S2 : R|S1) (12)

RT = R1 +R2 ≤ I(S1, S2 : R) (13)

where I(S1, S2 : R) = H(ρS1
) + H(ρS2

) − H(ρR) and
I(S1 : R|S1) =

∑

j pjI(S1 : R|S2 = j). H(ρ) =

−tr[ρ log ρ] is von Neuman entropy. RT denotes the total
capacity and it is defined as RT =

∑

iRi.
We will introduce the notion of parallel composition of

classical MAC’s illustrated by an example of two chan-
nels (denoted by 1 and 2) and two senders (A and B). In
parallel composition sender A has access to input ports
X1

A (X2
A) of the first (second) channel. X1

B ,X
2
B denotes

input ports controlled by sender B. For each input port
Xj

i there is a set of possible signals which can be sent
through the channel. The channels works synchronously
which means that communication process can be divided
into steps. In each step, user A sends the vector of
symbols xA = {x1

A, x
2
A} while sender B sends symbols

xB = {x1
B , x

2
B}). In each step a given channel is used by

every user exactly once. At the end of the communication
step the receiver obtains the output y = {y1, y2}.

Let p(y1|x1
Ax

1
B), p(y2|x2

Ax
2
B) be the transition proba-

bilities for the MAC’s 1 and 2 then transition probability
for the parallel composition is given by:

p(y|xA, xB) = p({y1, y2}|{x1
A, x

2
A}, {x1

B , x
2
B}) (14)

= p(y1|x1
A, x

1
B)p(y2|x2

A, x
2
B). (15)

The parallel composition of quantum MAC’s is defined as
the straightforward generalization of the above concept.

III. QUANTUM MAC CHANNELS IN FINITE

DIMENSIONAL SPACES

A. Additivity theorem for classical discrete multi

access channels

The capacity region R(Φ) for a classical MAC with
arbitrary number of senders is given by the convex hull
of those {Ri} which fulfill:

R(S) ≤ I(X(S) : Y |X(SC)) (16)

where S enumerates all subsets of the senders andR(S) =
∑

Xi∈S R(Xi), while SC is the complement of the set S

[11].

0
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1
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FIG. 1: Additivity of the capacities regions for classical MAC.
Capacity regions for channels ΦA and ΦB are presented re-
spectively in Fig. a) and Fig. b). Capacity region of parallel
composition of channels ΦA and ΦB is presented in Fig. c)
and it is given by geometrical sum of capacities regions from
FIG. a) and FIG. b).

Additivity theorem Achievable capacity region R
of channel being parallel composition of MACs is geo-
metrical sum of capacity regions of consisting channels.
Strictly speaking, suppose we are using n multi access
channels parallel, each of them owns m senders. Lets
R = {R1, . . . , Rm} be vector of achievable rates for com-
posite channel, then R can be written as sum of vectors
R(j) which belongs to capacity region of j multi access
channel. Assumption that each channels has the same
number of inputs do not lose generality because m can be
maximal number of senders among considered channels
and we can extend the other channels in following man-
ner p(y|x1, x2, . . . , xm) = p(y|x1, x2, . . . , xw) if w < m.

Additivity theorem in case of channels with two
senders is presented on FIG. 1. FIG. 1.a) and FIG. 1.b)
shows capacity region for two different channels. FIG.
1.c) represents capacity region for product of channels
from FIG. 1.a) and FIG. 1.b). Each pair of rates from
capacity region on FIG. 1.c) can be expressed as sum of
rates from FIG. 1.a) and FIG. 1.b).

Proof:

We start from case of two multiaccess channels. Be-
cause composite channel is also multi access channel we
can write following inequalities:
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R(S) ≤ I(X(S) : Y |X(SC)) (17)

= H(Y |X(SC)) −H(Y |X(S),X(SC))

= H(Y |X(SC)) +
∑

x̄,x̄C ,ȳ

p(x̄, x̄C , ȳ) log(p(ȳ|x̄x̄C))

= H(Y |X(SC)) +
∑

x̄1,x̄C
1

,ȳ1

x̄2,x̄C
2

,ȳ2

p({x̄1, x̄2}, {x̄C
1 , x̄

C
2 }, {ȳ1, ȳ2})

log(p({ȳ1, ȳ2}|{x̄1x̄2}, {x̄C
1 , x̄

C
2 }))

= H(Y |X(SC)) +
∑

x̄1,x̄C
1

,ȳ1

p(x̄1, x̄
C
1 , ȳ1) log(p(ȳ1|x̄1, x̄

C
1 ))

+
∑

x̄2,x̄C
2

,ȳ2

p(x̄2, x̄
C
2 , ȳ2) log(p(ȳ2|x̄2, x̄

C
2 )) (18)

= H(Y |X(SC)) −H(Y1|X(S1),X(SC
1 ))

−H(Y2|X(S2),X(SC
2 ))

=
∑

x̄C

p(x̄C)H(Y |x̄C) −H(Y1|X(S1),X(SC
1 ))

−H(Y2|X(S2),X(SC
2 ))

≤
∑

x̄C

p(x̄C)
(

H(Y1|x̄C) +H(Y2|x̄C)
)

−H(Y1|X(S1),X(SC
1 )) −H(Y2|X(S2),X(SC

2 ))

= H(Y1|X(SC
1 )) +H(Y2|X(SC

2 )) −H(Y1|X(S1),X(SC
1 ))

−H(Y2|X(S)2,X(SC
2 ))

= I(X(S1) : Y1|X(SC
1 )) + I(X(S2) : Y2|X(SC

2 )) (19)

= R(S)1 +R(S)2 (20)

where S is set of senders, R(S) =
∑

Xi∈S R(Xi) and for

MAC we have R(S) ≤ I(X(S) : Y |X(SC)). Formula
(18) results from (15), formula (20) from achievability
of capacity region for multi access channels [11]. That
clearly proves the geometric additivity of the capacity
regions since capacity regions of the channels treated sep-
arately are just determined by the inequalities R(S1) ≤
I(X(S1) : Y1|X(SC

1 )), R(S2) ≤ I(X(S2) : Y1|X(SC
2 )).

Because composite channel is again multi access channel
we can use induction to proof that additivity occurs for
n channels. We just simple substitute to above equation
n− 1 composite channel and the last of component.

B. Supperadditivity

A supperadditivity take place when for the certain type
of capacity C̃ and two channels Φ,Φ′ occurs:

C̃(Φ ⊗ Φ′) > C̃(Φ) + C̃(Φ′) (21)

If C̃ = C ( see eq. 3 ) we say about the superadditivity

of the capacity of the channels, in case of C̃ = χ we say
about the superadditivity of Holevo capacity. If C̃ = χ
and Φ = Φ′ we say about self superadditivity. For self

superadditivity we have C = C(∞) > C(1). RHS of (21)
express capacity achieved while the code words are prod-
ucts of states from input of Φ and Φ′. Superadditivity
means that using in encoding states that are correlated
(entangled) across uses of channels helps.

In the context of MAC we say about the superadditiv-
ity effect in terms of the capacity regions: C(Φ ⊗ Φ′) !

C(Φ) + C(Φ′) where + denotes geometrical sum of two
regions. Superadditivity occur if there exist vector in the
region C(Φ ⊗ Φ′) which cannot be expressed as sum of
two vectors from C(Φ), C(Φ′) respectively. To prove sup-
peradditvity effects in terms of the capacity regions it is
enough to show that maximal rates archived by one of
the senders (lets say sender A) exhibit superadditivity.

... moze to bardziej opisac??? ...

C. Symmetric channel case

Examples of channels which exhibits superadditivity
effects presented in [8] are highly unsymmetrical. Read-
ers can have impression that supperadditivity effect oc-
cur only in communication protocols where one sender
is truly sender and role of the other is only to help in
communication process. Result which is presented here
shows that this is not the case. We can build channel
which is symmetric for exchange of senders and superad-
ditivity effect occur for both of them.

Here we consider channel Φ which works in two modes.
Each of them occur with probability 1/2. In the first
mode channels works as channel depicted on FIG. (2).
In the other case, A and B are swapped. It means that
line A, 1 and A, 2 belong now to B while B, 1 and B, 2
to A. The channel is symmetric for swap of the senders.
Information that first (second) case occurred is given to
receiver by the label |F 〉(|S〉). Cross on the end of the
line denotes replacing transmitted state by completely
mixed state. Controlled σi gate works as: |00〉〈00| ⊗ I +
|01〉〈01| ⊗ σx + |10〉〈10| ⊗ σz + |11〉〈11| ⊗ σy.

|iA,1〉 ×

|iA,2〉 σi

|jB,1〉 • ×

|jB,2〉 • ×

FIG. 2: First mode of the work of the channel Φ from Sec.
III C.

Presented channel refers to the channel Φ in eq. (21).
Because of dimensionality of output space, its capacity
region is upper bounded by the following inequalities:
RA ≤ 1, RB ≤ 1, RA + RB ≤ 1. Now we supply each
user by one qbit identity connection with receiver. This
channels refers to Φ′ and its capacity region is given by
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RA ≤ 1, RB ≤ 1, RA + RB ≤ 2. Upper bound for geo-
metrical sum of capacity regions of Φ and Φ′ can be read
as RA ≤ 2, RB ≤ 2, RA +RB ≤ 3.

Lower bound for achievable capacity region of Φ ⊗ Φ′

has shape as presented on picture FIG. 3. Here we
present only protocol which achieves (2.5, 0). Because
channel because of channel symmetry we can show that
rates (0, 2.5) are achievable in the same manner as for
(2.5, 0). Rates (1, 2) and (2, 1) can be obtained by prod-
uct code states. All the other rates presented on FIG. 3
are obtained by time sharing.

Superadditivity effect is revealed by the following pro-
tocol: Sender A sends with probability 1/8 states |i〉|i′〉
where i ∈ {00b, . . . , 11b}, i′ ∈ {0b, 1b}. |i〉 is the input of
Φ and |i′〉 is the input for supporting identity channel.

B sends state 1/
√

2|0〉 (|00〉 + |11〉) where Bell state is
sent through line B, 2 and supporting channel. For given
{i, i′} receiver gets

ρi,i′ =
1

2
|F 〉〈F |1

2
I|iA,2〉〈iA,2|

1

8
I⊗3|i′〉〈i′| (22)

+
1

2
|S〉〈S|1

8
I⊗3|ψi〉〈ψi||i′〉〈i′| (23)

(24)

|F 〉, |S〉 denotes in which mode channel works. Output
states consist of label and 6 qbits. First 4 qbits are out-
put of investigated channel, 5-th and 6-th qbit belongs
to output of the supporting identity channel. If channel
works in the first mode, operation I or σx is performed on
the line A, 2. However states send by sender A are invari-
ant under that operations and receiver obtain iA,2. This
is because |0〉 and |1〉 are invariant under transformation
σx. If channel works in the second mode, σi controlled
by state from sender A is performed on Bell state from
sender B. Result of this operation is denoted by |ψi〉.
Entropy of state ρi,i′ is equal 4.5.

State ρ = 1
8

∑

i,i′ ρi,i′ has form:

ρ =
1

2

(

|F 〉〈F | 1

64
I⊗6 + |S〉〈S| 1

64
I⊗6

)

(25)

=
1

128
I⊗7 (26)

and its entropy is equal: 7. By Holevo theorem we get
that capacity for sender A reach in this case 2.5 bits.
Sender B sends all the time the same state hens its ca-
pacity is equal 0

D. When multi particle entanglement is needed to

approach reguralized capacity region

In this section we give example of channel where
senders must use multiparticle entanglement states to
achieve reguralized capacity region.

We start with description of the class of channels that
will be used later in searching for supperadditivity effects.
Channels we are talking about have one distinguished

3

2

1

0
10 2 3

R
A

R
B

FIG. 3: Lower bound for achieved capacity region for the
channel Φ from Sec. III C working in parallel with identity
channel. Thick lines refers to the upper bound for geometrical
sum of capacity regions of component channels.

sender A and n helper-senders Bi. Sender A sends 2n′

qbits, senders Bi sends only one qbit. Each time chan-
nel is used, random selection of the n′-elements subsets
of senders {Bi} is performed. Each subset can be cho-
sen with equal probability. Then one of the unitarity
I, σx, σy, σz is performed on states coming from each of
chosen senders. Unitary that is performed on messages
from given sender is controlled by its own pair of qbits
from A. Receiver gets states which are changed by uni-
tarities and unchanged states from the others Bi senders.
He also gets label w with information on sender Bi con-
trolled by given pair of lines from sender A. For example
if n = 3, n′ = 2, the label w = {2, 3} tells us that a state
from the senders B2 and B3 ware chosen as the targets of
the unitarities controlled by firs and second pair o lines
from sender A respectively. States transmitted from A
are missed. The channel is depicted on FIG. 4.

Selected 

helper-senders

A

B
1

B
2

B
3

B
4

B
5

List os selected

helper-senders

FIG. 4: Schema of the channel described in Sec. III D in
case of number of helper-senders: n = 5 and number of lines
belong to sender A: n′ = 3.

Here we study the parallel setup of m copies of chan-
nel from the class described above. We will denotes the
channel by Φ. For the channel Φ we have n′ = 1. We
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focus on the capacity χA(Φ⊗m) for the sender A while
senders Bi play role of the helpers and send one state all
the times. Senders Bi can send at most m-particle en-
tanglement states by its inputs. Entanglement cannot be
transmitted through inputs of two different senders (see
5).

E
n

ta
n

g
le

d
 in

p
u

ts

Uses of channel

B
1

B
2

A

FIG. 5: The parallel setup of channels described in Sec. III D.
In the picture one can see which inputs of the channels are
used for transmission of entanglement states. Picture presents
the case of channels with two helper-senders n = 2 and send-
ing three particle entanglement states m = 3.

Upper bound for the capacity χA(Φ⊗m) has form:

χA(Φ⊗m) ≤ n

m
∑

i=0

pi(1 − p)m−i

(

m

i

)

min(2i,m) (27)

where n is the number of helper-senders, m is number of
channels used for transmission that is equivalent to the
number of parties in entanglement state coming from Bi,
p = 1/n.

Proof: First we find upper bound of the capacity of
the channel for the case when a state of the sender Bi

was chosen li times as a target of unitarity. Then we use
this results to calculate upper bound for the capacity of
the channel.

Orthogonal labels |wj〉 describes which sender Bi was
target of the unitarity controlled by a state coming
from A in j copy of the Φ in the setup. Label |w〉 =
|w1, . . . , wm〉 = |w1〉 ⊗ . . . ⊗ |wm〉 is complete list of the
targets in the setup. Given the label we know that sender
Bi was the target li times. The probability of the situa-
tion which refers to |w〉 is given by pw = pm.

Suppose that we get |w〉 as the result of Φ⊗m. In other
words we fix attribution of senders Bi to lines of A. We
denote this case as Φ⊗m

w . m uses of the channel Φ can be
thought as n separate channels Γi. Input of each channel
Γi consist of the subset of lines from A and all lines from
Bi. Non of Γi doesn’t share its input lines with any other
Γj . Because we are interested only in capacity from A,
state transmitted by Bi is fixed. Each channel Γi has
2li qbits input from A and m qbits output. Taking into
account dimensionality we can infer that A can transmit

through Γi at most min(2li,m) classical bits of informa-
tion. Given |w〉, channels Γi works independently hence
we can write total conditional capacity:

χw
A(Φ⊗m) =

∑

i

min(2li,m) (28)

Here we give short argument that using m particle en-
tanglement states is the best choice. Suppose that sender
Bi decided to use part of his inputs to transmit m1

i

particle entanglement state, the other part to transmit
m2

i particle entanglement state and so on (for simplic-
ity we assume that each sender Bi splits his lines on
the same number of parts but mj

i may be equal 0).
Base on the label |w〉 we know that first (second) state
was target of l1i (l2i ) unitarities. Obviously we have
m1 +m2 + . . .i = m and l1i + l2i + . . . = li. Because the
unitarites act on the single particles of the state, we get:
χ̃w

A(Φ⊗m) =
∑

i min(2l1i ,m
1 + i) + min(2l2i ,m

2 + i) + . . ..

Now it is easy to see that for each split {mj
i} we have

χ̃w
A(Φ⊗m) ≤ χw

A(Φ⊗m).

Now we give observation which help us in calcula-
tion of χA(Φ⊗m). Let us consider channel ∆(ρ) =
∑

w pw∆w(ρ)|w〉〈w| which act with probability pw as
channel ∆w. Moreover we get label |w〉 which tells us
which case occur. For that channel we have:

χ(∆) = max
{px,ρx}

S
(

∆
(

∑

pxρx

))

−
∑

x

pxS (∆ (ρx))(29)

= max
{px,ρx}

S

(

∑

w

pw∆w

(

∑

pxρx

)

|w〉〈w|
)

−
∑

x

pxS

(

∑

w

pw∆w (ρx) |w〉〈w|
)

(30)

= max
{px,ρx}

∑

w

pw

{

S
(

∆w

(

∑

pxρx

))

+H({pw})

−
∑

x

pxS (∆w (ρx)) −H({pw})
}

(31)

≤
∑

w

pwχ(∆w) (32)

If we take above observation, substitute ∆ = Φ⊗n
w ,

pw = pm and bound χw by χw
A(Φ⊗m) (28), we get:

χA(Φ⊗m) ≤ pm
∑

w

(min(2l1,m) + . . .+ min(2ln,m))(33)

=
∑

l1+...+ln=m

m!

l1! · . . . · ln!
pm (34)

(min(2l1,m) + . . .+ min(2ln,m)) (35)

Above we collected in the common factor all w with the
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same {l1, . . . , ln}. After some rearangment:

χA(Φ⊗m) ≤
m
∑

l1=0

m!

l1!(m− l1)!
pl1 min(2l1,m)

∑

l2+...+ln=m−l1

(m− l1)!

l2! · . . . · ln!
pl2 · . . . · pln + . . .(36)

=
1

m

m
∑

l1=0

m!

l1!(m− l1)!
pl1 min(2l1,m)

((n− 1)p)m−l1 + . . . (37)

= n

m
∑

i=0

pi(1 − p)m−i

(

m

i

)

min(2i,m) (38)

In (36) and (37) we omitted formula with
min(l2,m), . . . ,min(ln,m) because they have the
same form as for min(l1,m).

1

5

10

15

20

1.5

2.0

2

3
4

5
6

0

n
m

χ
A
(Φ⊗m)

FIG. 6: Reguralized upper bound for the capacity χA(Φ⊗m)
as a function of m-number of channel copies the capacity is
evaluated on and number of helper sender m in the channel
Φ.

The protocol which achieve bound (27) in case of
m ∈ {2, 5} is as follows: A transmits with equal prob-
ability all state from standard basis of his 2m-qbits in-
put spaces of Φ⊗m while all Bi transmits all the time
one of the Bell’s states or one of the codeword from 5
qbits Shor’s code respectively for m = 2 or m = 5 case.
To proof this we show that for each w ensemble used in
protocol gives (28). First we notice that for each states
transmitted in described protocol, assuming w, output
entropy is equal 0. Hence we have to check if trans-
mitting mean input state we reach output entropy equal
∑

i min(2li,m). While mean input state is transmitted,
for given w, unitarities from {I, σx, σy, σz} are performed
on li qbits of state of Bi. Unitarities are performed with
equal probability. For Bell’s states case we can get due
to dense coding min(2l, 2) bits of output entropy. In case
of 5 qbits Shor’s code we obtain min(2l, 5) bits of output
entropy. The last case is quite tedious to check it manu-
ally so we used computer program to make that work for
us.

Thanks to entanglement we can increase in the pre-
sented protocol diversity of the mean output state. Im-
portant feature of code state from 5 qbit Shor’s code is
that increase of entropy of the state depends only on
number of qbits affected by unitarity. It does not de-
pend of localization of affected qbits. We cannot exceed
m bits of entropy per state hence the closer li is to m the
smaller entropy increase is. Due asymptotical equiparti-
tion property, for n > 1 the bigger entanglement state is,
the smaller chance that li will be near to the m.

E. Supperadditivity of reguralized capacity.

Here we study supperadditivity effect for requralized
capacity. We will investigate setup which consists of two
channels descriped in IIID. For the channel I we have
n = 10, n′ = 9 and for the channel II we have n =
10, n′ = 1. We are interesed in maximal transmission
rates from sender A, that is the case when all senders
Bi helps sender A by transmition the same states all the
time. Their rates are equal 0.

First we show that for channel I and II occur C
(∞)
A >

C
(1)
A . To do that we consider protocol where senders

Bi transmits one of the bell states and show that this
protocol achieve reguralized rates strictly grower than

C
(1)
A . Calculation will be performed for general case of

size of the set of selected helper-senders equal n′. Single
shot capacity is given by the join dimensionality of states

of the selected helper-senders and it reads: C
(1)
A = n′ In

case of two usage of the channel, probability that the
same set of selected helper-senders was chosen two times
is equal p = 1/

(

n
n′

)

. Since with probability 1 − p sets
of the selected helper-senders in first and second usage
of the channel differ with at least one sender Bi. Since
the output entropy of the channel is equal 0, the rates
achievable by the protocol are given by entropy of the
mean output state. As usually sender A transmit with
equal probability all states from its standard base. Hence
due to dense coding lower bound for achieved requralized
rates is given by R(2) = n′ + (1 − p).

Now we pass to the supperadditivity of the reguralized
capacities. We again refer to (21). We will show that
CA(ΦI ⊗ ΦII) > CA(ΦI) + CA(ΦII). CA is reguralized
capacity for sender A. We will give upper bounds for
CA(ΦI) and CA(ΦII). This bounds refer to situation
when senders where many copies of channel I and II
are used and there can be entanglement between lines
from different copies of the same channel which belongs
to the same user Bi but there cannot be entanglement
between inputs of two different channels, see FIG. 5, (3).
We will compare them with lower bound for RHS i.e. for
capacity when there can be entanglement between input
of channel I and II held by the same user Bi.

Bounds for reguralized capacity of CA(ΦI) comes from
dimensionality of Hilbert spaces of input of ΦI and reads
CI ≤ 10. The same arguments can be used for ΦII and
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leads to CII ≤ 2. That gives CI + CII ≤ 12.
In case where entanglement between channels I and

II is allowed we can use following protocol to show lower
bound for CA(ΦI ⊗ ΦII): sender A use only inputs of I,
it sends each state from the standard basis of the inputs
space of I with the same probability. Through channel
II he sends only one chosen state all the time. Senders
Bi sends one chosen Bell states state. First qbit of the
Bell state goes through the channel I while the second
through the channel II. By the dense coding we reach
lower bound in the form: CA(ΦI ⊗ ΦII). It shows that
supperadditivity effect occur.

IV. QUANTUM GAUSSIAN MACS

We start from the classical gaussian MAC [11] since
the quantum MACs in CV are generalization of the pre-
vious ones. Inputs and output of the classical gaussian
MAC are described by real values. Channels models situ-
ation when signal from all users (Xi) is summed and then
gaussian noise (Z) with variation S is added to result.

Y =
∑

i

Xi + Z (39)

We put constraints on the input power of signals sent
trough channel: 〈X2

i 〉 ≤ Pi. This prevent unphysical
behavior like the infinity capacity of channel.

Capacity region for the classical gaussian MAC channel
is given by:

∑

i

Ri ≤ C(
∑

i

Pi/S) (40)

where C(x) = 1/2 log(1 + x).
For the quantum Gaussian MACs in CV input

and output spaces of channel are equivalent to in-
finite dimensional spaces describing bosonic systems
[17]. In that space there are defined cannonical ob-
servables {x1, . . . , xn, p1, . . . , pn} fullfiling commutation
rules [xi, pj ] = iδi,j , where i, j enumerates modes of the
system. States of bosonic system can be expressed in
terms of characteristic function χρ(ξ) = Tr [ρWξ] where
Wξ = exp(−iξTR) is so-called Weyl operator and R is
the vector of cannonical [17, 18]. Gaussian states are
those which characteristic function has form :

χ(ξ) = exp

[

−1

4
ξT γξ + idT ξ

]

(41)

where d is a displacement of the state and is equal mean
values vector with entries given by dj = tr(ρRj) while γ is
covariance matrix with entries γjk = 2tr[ρ(Rj −dj)(Rk −
dk)] − iJ

(n)
jk . Here we define J as:

J =

(

0 1
−1 0

)

,J (n) = J ⊕ J ⊕ . . . (42)

Gaussian channels are those which transform gaussian
states into gaussian states. They can be expressed as
transformation of γ and d:

γ 7→ XγXT + Y (43)

d 7→ Xd (44)

Compleatly positivity of the channel is guaranted by con-
dition:

Y + iJ − iXTJX ≥ 0. (45)

We show how to calculate X,Y for channel Φ wchich
is given in the form: Φ (ρs) = tre

[

Uρs ⊗ ρeU
†
]

. Here ρs

denotes the system which is transmitted through channel
Φ and ρe is the state of environment. For gaussian chan-
nels, both ρs and ρe are gaussian states with covariance
matrix γs, γe and mean values vector ds, de respectively.
Displacement of the output state depends lineary on de,
because displacement of output states by the constant
vector is unitary operation and it doesn’t influence on
the channel capacity we assume that de = 0. We can
connect action of U on canonical observables with lin-
ear transformation UξU† = Mξ. Now, if we express

M in form of block matrix M =

(

Mss Mse

Mes Mee

)

we get

X = Mss and Y = MseγeM
T
se. In context of quantum

gaussian channels power constraints are usually expresed
as mean number of photons transmitted per channel use.

One mode squeezed gaussian state is a state for
which occur equality in uncertainty principle (minimum-
uncertainty state) and with the variance of one quadra-
ture being lower than variance of quadratures in coherent
state. One mode squeezed vacuum state in photon num-
ber representation has form:

|ζ; 0〉 =
√

sechr

∞
∑

n=0

√

(2n)!

n!

[

−1

2
eiφ tanh r

]n

|2n〉 (46)

where r is squeezing parameter. For φ = 0 we get covari-
ance matrix in form:

γ =

(

e−2r 0
0 e2r

)

(47)

Displacement vector of squeezed vacum state obey d = 0.
Acting displacement operator Wd̃ on the squuezed vacum
state we get displaced squeezed vacum state. This state
has the same covariance matrix as the squeezed vacum
state but its displacement is now equal d = d̃.

In case of two mode states we will use squeezed state of
the vacuum where squeezed quadratures are linear com-
bination of quadratures coming from different modes and
has form: x1−x2 and p1 +p2. Covariance matrix of that
state has form:

γ = HT diag(e−2r, e2r, e2r, e−2r)H (48)

where:

H =
1√
2







1 0 −1 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 −1
0 1 0 1






(49)
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and its displacement d = 0.
Entropy of n-mode gaussian states can be expressed in

terms of normal modes as:

S(ρ) =

n
∑

j=1

g(
vj − 1

2
) (50)

where: g(x) = (x+1) ln(x+1)−x lnx. We obtain normal
modes vj for the covariance matrix γ calculating square
roots of eigenvalues of the matrix −JnγJnγ and then
taking one value from each pair of the same square roots.

Capacity of gaussian channel can be obtained from for-
mula (2). In case of 1-to-1 channel and the protocol
where gaussian states with the same covariance matrix
are received, information is encoded in displacement of
the states and receiver perform homodyne measurement
to decode message, achievable rate reads:

R =
1

2
log

(

1 +
σ2

mix

σ2
state

)

(51)

where σ2
state and σ2

mix denotes variance of measured
quadrature for received states and mean received state.

A. Locality rule for classical gaussian MAC

We start with example of 1-to-1 channels. Let there
be two channels: Φ1 and Φ2 with noise level S1 and S2

and power constraints P1 and P2 respectively. We as-
sume that N1 < N2. Channel Φ1 (Φ2) achive capacity
C1 (C2). If the channels works in parallel setup, sender

can use P̃ = P1 + P2 to encode his messages. Because
S1 < S2 he can allocate more power in encoding mes-
sages transmitted through channel Φ1. Optimizing the
power allocation he can achive capacity C̃ > C1 + C2.
Described effect prevent us from sating additivity theo-
rem in context of gaussian channels. However, we can
notice in (40) that maximal local rates depend only on
local power constraints. Adding resource (channel or en-
ergy) to one sender neber helps the others to bit them
maximal achievable rates. This observation can be stated
as locality rule [9].

B. Comparison of strategies which leads to

increasing transmission rates in case of gaussian

states coding and homodyne detection.

Here we will study setup presented on FIG. 7.a. It
consist of the channel Φ with two one-mode input lines
and one mode output and the one mode ideal channel I.
Sender A1 has access to the input A1 and sender A2 to
the inputs A2 and A′. In the channel Φ signal from the
input lines is mixed on a beam splitter with transitivity
T = sin2 φ. Receiver gets one of the output modes of the
beam splitter. The second one is erased. Channel Φ loss
cos2N1 power transmitted through A1.

50:50

A’

|α〉

ψ

φ

r

50:50

A

A

A’

ψ
r

1

2
U

a)

b)

A 1

A 2

A 3

FIG. 7: Gaussian channels allowing violation of classical
bounds on individual transmission rates: a) beam splitter
channel; b) triple QND sum gate channel.

We puts following power constrains expressed in terms
of mean number of photons used by senders:

{sender A1 av. # photons } = N1 (52)

{sender A2 av. # photons } = N2 (53)

We are going to compare how choice of quantum states
used in the communication protocol influence on trans-
mission rates R for sender A1. We will also point out
the cases where locality rule is broken. We consider only
transmission of gaussian states. We remarks that given
power constraints thermal gaussian state maximize en-
tropy. In the focus of our attention are following proto-
cols:

1. Sender A1 and A2 transmits coherent states. A1

encodes messages in displacement of both canon-
ical variables of the vacuum state while prob-
ability of displacement is given by p(x, p) =

1
2πσ2 exp(−x2+p2

2σ2 ) with σ2 = 2N1. Sender A2

transmits one chosen coherent state all the time.
Receiver perform homodyne detection on both
quadratures to decode message. This is typical
setup for transmission of information through op-
tical fiber. Achievable rates reads:

Rcoherent ≤ log(1 + sin2 φN1) (54)

This rate refers to the rate of lossy channel with
transitivity T = sin2 in case when sender perform
encoding in coherent states and receiver perform
homodyne detection on the output. Its depends
only on power constraints for A1 so its obey locality
rule.

2. Here senders A1 and A2 use squeezed vacuum state.
Both users transmits states which are squeezed in
the same canonical variables, lets say x. A1 en-
code his message in displacement x of his state.
Receiver perform homodyne detection only on x.
States coming from A1 are displaced in x with nor-
mal probability with σ2

x. This setup was studied in
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[15]. Rate is given by:

Rsqueezed =
1

2
log

[

1 +
σ2

x sin2 φ

sin2 φe−2R + cos2 φe−2r

]

(55)

σ2
x is mean square displacement, R and r denotes

squeezing parameter of quadrature x for states of
sender A1 and A2 respectively. Energy constraints
can be written as: σ2 ≤ 4(N1 − sinh2R), sinh2 r ≤
N2. User A1 perform optimization of parame-
ter R, that he optimize power allocation between
squeezing and mean square displacement. In the
limit N1 → ∞, N2 → ∞ we get asymptotically
Rsqueezed = log(1 +N1).

3. Sender A1 sends again coherent states. He encode
his message in displacement of both canonical vari-
ables with probability of displacement as in case
(1). Sender A2 transmits two mode squeezed state
where one mode goes through Φ and the second
one through I. Receiver has access to the output
of Φ and I. He perform join measure of canonical
variables x1 − x2 and p1 + p2 on them. To do this,
he mixes output modes of Φ and I on 50 : 50 beam
splitter and then he performs x1 and p2 measures
on the output of 50 : 50 beam splitter. In this setup
sender A2 use entanglement states.

Formula for transmission rate is:

Rent = log

[

1 +
σ2 sin2 φ

2(cosh r − cosφ sinh r)2

]

(56)

Here σ2 = 2N1 is mean square displacement of
canonical variables in mode of A1. r denotes pa-
rameter of two mode squeezed state sent by A2.
Power constraints implies sinh2 r = N2/2. For
given N1 optima of (56) lays on curve:

cosφ = tanh r (57)

which leads to formula following formula for maxi-
mal rates:

Ropt
ent = log [1 +N1] (58)

Ropt
ent is equal to the rate of one mode ideal channel

in case when sender perform encoding in coherent
states and receiver perform homodyne detection on
the output. Entanglement help us to cope with
power loss.

We will also present two upper bounds for R:

4. Bound based on maximal entropy of state with
mean number of photons equal mean number of
photons in upper output mode. It tells us how big
rates can we get if no entanglement is allowed in
transmission.

Rprod−bound = g(Nout) (59)

= g

(

(

√

N1 sinφ+
√

N2 cosφ
)2
)

(60)
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FIG. 8: Rates which are achievable by different encoding
schema for beam splitter channel Φ as a functions of energy
constraint N2 for sender A2. Rates are evaluated for following
setups of channel parameter φ and energy constraint N1 for
sender A1; A) φ = π/4, N1 = 106 ;B) φ = 0.2, N1 = 106; C)
φ = 0.5, N1 = 103

5. Bound based on maximal entropy of state with
mean number of photons equal mean number of
photons in input mode coming from A1. This
bound cannot be bit by any type of communica-
tion protocol and it tells us how much information
can be transmitted with given energy constraints if
sender A1 would be connected to receiver by one
mode ideal line. We will check how close the pro-
tocols described above approach this bound.

RA1max ≤ g(N1) (61)

Bounds Rprod−bound and RA1max allows us to ex-
press maximum rate which can be achieved by
sender A1 in the form min(Rprod−bound, RA1max).

FIG. 8 shows behavior of rates achievable by different
encoding schema in functions of energy constraint N2 for
sender A2. Picture a) presents situation where using en-
tanglement states allows us to bit very fast capacities
achievable in any product states encoding on the other
hand setup for b) present situation where entanglement
cannot bit upper bound for rates achievable for product
states encoding. Picture c) present behavior of rates for
big N2. We can observe that in low N2 range, strat-
egy using entanglement states wins among three con-
sidered approaches. However increasing N2 made that
Rent reach its maximum and further growth of N2 make
transmition rates lower. This can be expressed by in-
creasing of the entanglement of the output state with
the erased mode. In case of Rsqueezed the situation looks
a bit different. It was shown in the paper [15] that in the
limit N1 → ∞, N2 → ∞ rate Rsqueezed asymptotically
approach upper bound for transmission rates for sender
A1 expressed by RA1max. It has to be stresed that this
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FIG. 9: a) Lines present lower bounds of the areas
where Rent > Rprod−bound. They are given by condition
Rent/Rprod−bound = 1. Lines refers to the cases of N1 =
103, 106, 109. b) Dotted line delimit area where Rent >
Rprod−bound for N1 = 103. (moze przerobic na logarytmiczny)

strategy require extremely high squeezing to approach
maximal rates achived by the protocol using two mode
squeezing regime.

In case of protocols using two mode squeezed states it
is interesting to ask about lower limit of squeezing pa-
rameter where rates achived by the protocol start to be
higher than rates achived by any protocol which base only
on product states encoding. FIG. 9.a) present demarca-
tion curves Rent/Rprod−bound = 1 in parameter plane
φ − N2 for three different values of parameter N1. For
fixed N1, with increasing N2, we move above demarca-
tion curve and fall into are where Rent > Rprod−bound.
Moving toward phi = 0 as N1 → ∞ we reproduce dense
coding schema in continues variable. N2 = 1 means that
we use two mode squeezed state with squeezing equal
5.72dB which is reasonable value for experimental setup.
In FIG. 9.b). we can observe that braking locality rule
occur for quite large range of the parameter N2.

C. Realization of XP gate by linear optics and one

mode squeezed states. Influence of noise on

superadditivity effect

We start this section from giving more details of re-
alization of tree input channel presented in FIG. 7.b).
That will leads us to discussion of noise influence on su-
per additivity effect.

Channel Φ : A1A2A3 7→ B act as follow Φ(ρ12 ⊗ ρ3) =
tr12

[

Uρ12 ⊗ ρ3U
†
]

. Uppers sender holds lines 1 and 2,
lower sender holds line 3. U is unitarity and has form

U = exp[−i(x̂1p̂3 − p̂2x̂3)] which can be factorized in
following manner:

U = exp[−i(x̂1p̂3 − p̂2x̂3)] (62)

= exp[
i

2
x1p2] exp[−ix̂1p̂3] exp[ip̂2x̂3] (63)

XP interaction can be obtained by measurement-induced
continuous-variable quantum interactions described in:
[12] while experimental proof of concept can be found:
[13].

Method of measurement-induced continuous-variable
quantum interactions is imperfect and introduce errors
into output states. To study this errors it is useful to
write down how canonical observables are transformed
by the XP gate:

x̂out
1 = x̂in

1 −
√
αx̂0 −

√

βx̂A, (64)

p̂out
1 = p̂in

1 − 1 − T√
T
p̂in
2 +

√

α/T p̂0 +
√

Tβp̂B , (65)

x̂out
2 = x̂in

2 +
1 − T√
T
x̂in

1 −
√

α/T p̂0 +
√

Tβx̂A, (66)

p̂out
2 = p̂in

2 −
√
αp̂0 +

√

βp̂B (67)

where: α = (1−T )(1− η)/(1 +T )η, β = (1−T )/(1 +T )
x̂0, p̂0 are cannonical observables of commuted modes in
the coherent states, x̂A, p̂B are cannonical observables
of commuted nodes in squeezed states,η is efficiency of
the homodyne detectors. We take T = 1

2

(

3 −
√

5
)

that

coefficients before p̂in
2 and x̂in

1 in 65-66 become −1 and
1. We will represent XP gate as quantum noisy channel
described by transformation matrices X,Y . Method of
calculation X and P was shown in IV. Here we assume
that errors introduced by linear optical elements are ne-
glectable in comparison with noise due to the problem
with generation of highly squeezed states.

X =







1 0 0 0
0 1 0 −1
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1






,Y =







σ2
1 0 0 0
0 σ2

2 0 0
0 0 σ2

2 0
0 0 0 σ2

1






(68)

with σ2
1 = α + βe−2s, σ2

2 = α/T + βTe−2s. We assumed
that that both modes in squeezed states have the same
squeezing level. The gate reproduce ideal the XP gate in
the limit of infinite squeezing s→ ∞ and ideal homodyne
detection η → 1. If both XP gates used in implemen-
tation of considered channel have the same parameters,
we can collect all noise components under common factor
σ2

noise.
We consider setup where the sende I has access to the

lines A1, A2 of the channel Φ while the sender II has
access to the line A3 of the channel Φ. Sender II has
also access to the input A′ of the one mode ideal chan-
nel I. We are interested in rates CI for the sender I
in case when following protocol is used: sender I trans-
mits displaced squeezed one mode vacuum states. States
transmitted through line A1 (A2) are squeezed in canon-
ical observables x (p) where squeezing parameter is equal
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R. Sender encodes his message in displacement of canon-
ical observables x (p) for line A1 (A2). Displacement has
gaussian distribution with variance σ2. Sender II trans-
mits all the time two mode squeezed vacum states with
squeezing parameter r. One part of the state is transmit-
ted through line A3 while the other through the line A′.
Receiver perform joint homodyne detection of x3−xI ant
p3 + pI on the output of channels Φ and I. Rate in this
case is equal:

RI = log

(

1 +
σ2

e−2r

2 + e−2R + σ2
noise

)

(69)

Another way to introduce noise into communication
process is to couple channels Φ and I with environment
in thermal state. We will model this type of interaction
by thermal noise channel. Thermal noise channel is 1-
to-1 channel which mixes input state with NT photon
thermal state ρNT

on beam splitter with transmitivity
T = cos2 θ. Receiver gets one of the output modes of
mixing beam splitter. Covariance matrix γ of the input
state transform as follows

γ 7→ Tγ + (1 − T )ρNT
(70)

Now we put the thermal noise channels parametrized by
θ and NT between output of the ideal channel Φ and re-
ceiver (the same for the channel I) and see whats happen
with transmission rates for upper sender. We are using
protocol we have just described for imperfect XP gates.
Rates for that setup reads:

RI = log

(

1 +
σ2 cos2 θ

( e−2r

2 + e−2r) cos2 θ + (1 +NT ) sin2 θ

)

(71)

We will also check how thermal noise influence on ca-
pacity of the channel presented on FIG. 7.a) in case of
protocol described in 3. We put thermal noise channel
again between output of the beam splitter MAC channel
(ideal one mode channel) and receiver. Thermal noise
channel is parametrized by θ,NT .

RA1
= log

(

1 +
σ2 sin2 φ cos2 θ

(1 + 2NT ) sin2 θ + cos2 θ(cosh r − cosφ sinh r)2

)

(72)

here φ is parameter for the beam splitter inside the chan-
nel, T = cos2 θ describe how power form input signal
reach output of the channel and NT is the number of
photons in the thermal state the signal interact with.

FIG. 10 present how capacity RA1
changes if we change

parameters of thermal noise channel. Even if effect of
thermal noise channel is small - large transitivity of the
channel - capacity gain became neglectable and for T =
0.85, NT = 0 we cannot observe bitting upper bound for
rates of products codes.

Formulas (69, 71 and 72) fits to the schema C = log(1+
σ2

signal/σ
2
noise). σ2

signal describe how much transmitted

states are spread in phase space and σ2
signal describe noise
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FIG. 10: Thermal noise influence on beam splitter chan-
nel capacity RA1

. a) dependency on transitivity T in ther-
mal noise channel, here NT = 0; b)dependency on mean
photon number NT in thermal state in case of T = 0.95.
0.1, 0.5 and 1 photo is effectively added to channel and sup-
porting channel output. Compare with numbers of pho-
tons from signal in the output of the beam splitter channel:

Nbs = T
(√

N1 sin φ +
√

N2/2 cos φ
)

2

and in the output of

the supporting channel: Nsupp = TN2/2.

level in measurement of displacement which is carrier of
classical information in this case. Senders can manipulate
σ2

signal and σ2
noise by changing energy allocation used for

displacement and squeezing. In this way he can close
to the bound for channel capacity. Noise introduced by
gates imperfection or interaction with environment play
role of lower bound for σ2

noise and user can not decrease
measurement error below its level.
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